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-e quality of smooth blasting including the volume of over-/underbreak and blasting-induced damage of surrounding rocks has
been extensively considered to be highly correlated to both the cost and advancement rate of rock tunnelling excavated by the
drill-blast method. A general control strategy for smooth blasting is too difficult to be available due to the uncertainties and
complexity of rock masses, as well as the varying blasting operations. As prerequisite for the evaluation of the blasting quality,
effective identification of the influential factors affecting smooth blasting usually plays a significant role in the improvement of
smooth blasting design. Compared to the expensive and time-consuming experiments including physical modelling and field
tests, numerical modelling, as a cost-efficient approach, offers an attractive alternative to investigate the influential factors in terms
of weight, which might be more applicable and reliable for the optimization of smooth blasting parameters. In this case, the
dominant factors and secondary factors can be quantitatively identified. Considering the dominant factors often orient the
development of things; in this work, a numerical-based approach was proposed to quantitatively identify the dominant factors
influencing the quality of smooth blasting. Proposed 3-dimensional blasting modelling was based on LS-DYNA to simulate the
occurrence of smooth blasting in rock masses, and the erosion algorithm was also employed to determine the fracturing of jointed
rocks. -e orthogonal experimental design method was utilized to optimize the experimental arrangement. Seven factors with 4
levels including the perimeter hole spacing, line of least resistance, charge concentration, charging explosive, type of rock mass,
detonation velocity, and drilling deviation were taken into account. -e geological setting and project background of a real rock
tunnel served for the Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed railway were selected as the site conditions to perform the numerical
investigation. Calculated area and distance of overbreak as the observed parameters indicating the quality of smooth blasting were
utilized to determine sensitivities of factors based on the range analysis of orthogonal experiments. -e results suggested that the
type of rock mass has the greatest influence on the blasting quality, whereas the charge concentration and detonation velocity can
be considered as the secondary factors under the specific site conditions. -e proposed numerical approach for assessing in-
fluential factors of quality of smooth blasting under specified geological conditions is expected to improve the parameter design
and operation of smooth blasting in practical applications.

1. Introduction

-e drill-blast method has been extensively applicable in
rock tunnelling owing to its flexibility and compatibility
under complicated geological conditions. In the case of drill-

blast excavation, the opening tunnel contour and damage
caused by blasting will affect not only the cost and ad-
vancement rate of tunnelling but also the stability of sur-
rounding rocks [1–4]. In view of this, the smooth blasting
technique, as a protective controlled blasting method, has
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been increasingly employed to minimize the magnitude of
overbreak or underbreak and thus to reduce the blasting-
induced cracking in the surrounding rock masses [5, 6].
Although the blasting quality has been significantly im-
proved by using smooth blasting, it still inevitably caused
some overbreak or underbreak which might adversely affect
the safety, stability, and budget-related concerns [7–9].
Consequently, effective identification of the influential
factors, especially the dominant ones, becomes quite con-
structive to evaluate the quality of blasting, and thus to
further improve the smooth blast design with arbitrary
geological conditions [10].

However, the task of quality evaluation of smooth
blasting is highly challenging due to the complicated site
conditions and varying blasting operations. A literature
review on blasting quality evaluation reveals that most re-
search studies focused on the overbreak or underbreak
evaluation, rock damage, and ground vibration assessment,
as well as the blasting control [3, 8, 11–17], which might
considerably deteriorate the physical and mechanical
properties of surrounding rock masses, and thus result in
safety or stability concerns and overbudget, as well as
construction delay. To our knowledge, however, estimation
of blasting-induced damage can be considered as the most
important issue in analyzing quality of smooth blasting. It is
reported that most of the available evaluation methods are
just based on very few cases or laboratory tests which might
be just applicable to limited range of rock masses [8, 18].
Saiang and Nordlund [19] conducted a numerical para-
metric study to question the effect caused by the presence of
the blasting-induced damages on distribution and magni-
tudes of boundary stresses and ground deformation. Ramulu
et al. [20] developed a damage model to evaluate the effect of
repeated blasting loading on rock damages and suggested
that the far-field damage should be taken into account in
underground tunnelling works. Cui [21] investigated the
stability of surrounding rocks and displacement at the
tunnel crown caused by water-silt blasting. Benselama et al.
[22] developed a correlation between the transition distance,
explosive charge’s weight, material, and the geometry of the
propagating domain by numerical modelling under various
blasting parameters. Hamdi et al. [23] studied the tensile
damage of rocks under blasting via image processing
techniques. Zhao et al. [24] conducted numerical simula-
tions of typical parallel hole cut blasting by discontinuous
deformation analysis (DDA), and the dynamic responses of
the rock mass were assessed under different influential
factors. Fan et al. [25] simulated the propagation of stress
waves through fractured rockmass under blast loading using
the numerical manifold method (NMM). Recently, Liu and
Liu [10] developed a genetic algorithm (GA) and improved
support vector regression (ISVR) coupling algorithm to
establish the relationship between the geological conditions
and the parameters of smooth blasting, and thus, the op-
timization of smooth blasting parameters was expected to be
achieved using the proposed nonlinear mapping ISVR
model. -e results indicated that the volume of overbreak or
underbreak can be considered as one of the primary indi-
cators representing the quality of smooth blasting, and the

proposed numerical-based modelling approach was appli-
cable and reliable to optimize the smooth blast parameters.
Although several influential factors were taken into account,
it can be found that most of the previous studies did not
focus on the importance of each factor and lack in-depth
insight into the quantitative evaluation of the influences of
different factors on smooth blasting. Furthermore, 2-di-
mensional modelling-based approaches might not offer a
full understanding on the relationship between rock damage
and smooth blasting parameters. On the contrary, more
attention was paid to the qualitative estimation rather than
quantitative assessment in evaluation of quality of smooth
blasting, and the majority of proposed methods and models
is just applicable to specific geological conditions which
severely limited their applications and reliabilities. However,
the general solution suitable for all evaluations of smooth
blasting quality under various conditions is still not avail-
able. It is acknowledged that various influential factors might
have different impacts on things, and the dominant factors
which will control the development of things should be paid
more attention. -us, development of a quantitative method
for evaluating the influential factors of quality of smooth
blasting is vitally significant to well understand the impacts
of these factors. Taking the flexibility and economical effi-
ciency of numerical modelling into account, the purpose of
this study is to develop a numerical-based approach for
quantitative evaluation of the influential factors affecting the
quality of smooth blasting. Instead of expensive and inef-
ficient field/laboratory tests, cost-effective numerical ex-
periments are conducted to investigate the rock behavior
and dynamic responses under blasting loading on the basis
of 3-dimensional modelling, and thus to assess the sensitivity
of the influential factors.

In this work, the LS-DYNA code and erosion algorithm
were coupled to perform the 3D numerical investigation
under the geological setting and project background of a real
rock tunnel served for Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed
railway. In order to optimize the experimental conditions
and reduce the times of investigations, the orthogonal ex-
perimental designmethod was utilized. On the basis of range
analysis, calculated area and distance of over-/underbreak
were predefined as the observed parameters that indicate the
quality of blasting to determine the sensitivity of the factors.
Proposed numerical approach is expected to improve both
design and operation of smooth blasting parameters in
practical applications.

2. Numerical Experimental Approach

2.1. Orthogonal Design. In general, the quality of smooth
blasting in rock tunnelling always depends on various factors
including the perimeter hole spacing, least resistance line,
and charge concentration. For full understanding of all
possible effects caused by these factors, full factorial design
might be the best candidate for experimental arrangement.
However, the full factorial design is always time-consuming,
laborious, and inefficient, owing to the large sample size
which grows exponentially with the number of factors
[26, 27]. Considering the efficiency and reliability, the
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orthogonal method, as one of the cost-effective experimental
design methods, was employed to optimize the arrangement
of numerical experiments to be conducted.

-e influential factors involved in this investigation
include peripheral hole spacing E (cm), line of least resis-
tance W (cm), charge concentration H (i.e., H� E/W),
charging explosive D (kg/m), type of rock mass T, deto-
nation velocity V (m/s), and drilling deviation M. -e ob-
served parameters of the numerical investigation are
determined by the characteristic parameters that represent
the quality of smooth blasting, i.e., area and distance of
over-/underbreaks.

2.2. Damage Modelling. Rock damage modelling is virtually
associated with the dynamic behavior of rocks under
blasting loading.-e dynamic mechanical behavior of brittle
materials such as concrete and rocks, in most cases, could be
described by the Holmquist–Johnson–Cook (HJC) model,
Riedel–Hiermaier–-oma (RHT) model, Tay-
lor–Chen–Kuszmaul (TCK) model, continuous smooth cap
(CSC) model, and the Karagozian–Case (K-C) model [28].
Moreover, Cardu et al. [29] utilized the blast damage index
(BDI) criterion to evaluate the stability of a rock slope under
blasting. For LS-DYNA 3D, the Johnson_Holmquist_con-
crete (HJC) model is considered to be applicable to rock and
concrete materials under large deformation and high strain
rate [30]. In this work, the HJC model, as the damage model
of rock blasting, is employed to describe the dynamic be-
havior of rock masses. -e damage model HJC focuses more
on interactions and heterogeneity than the traditional elastic
and fracture models [31]. It can well interpret the dynamic
responses of rocks under blast loading, and the results
obtained using the HJC model agreed well with those of
laboratory investigations [31]. For the HJC model, the
evolution of stress vs. strain can be described as equation (1).
-e yield surface is illustrated in Figure 1(a) [30].

σ∗ � A(1 − D) + BP
∗N

  1 + C ln _ε∗( , (1)

where σ∗ � σ/fc, σ represents the stress, fc is the uniaxial
compressive strength under static loading, A denotes the
normalized cohesion strength, D is the damage factor, B
indicates the dimensionless pressure hardening coefficient,
dimensionless pressure P∗ � (P/fc), P represents the actual
pressure, C denotes the strain rate coefficient, N refers to the
pressure hardening index, and the dimensionless strain rate
_ε∗ � (_ε/_ε0); _ε is the actual strain rate, and _ε0 is the reference
strain rate.

-e damage factor D(0≤D≤ 1) is defined as the sum of
the equivalent plastic strain and plastic volumetric strain, as
shown in equation (2) and Figure 1(b):

D � 
Δεp + Δμp

εf
p + μf

p

, (2)

where Δεp is the increment of equivalent plastic strain,
Δμp denotes the increment of plastic volumetric strain,
and εf

p + μf
p � D1(P∗ + T∗)D2 � f(P)≥EFMIN, which

represents the plastic strain when the material is finally

fractured at constant pressure P. -e parameter EFMIN is
the amount of plastic strain before fracture. D1 and D2
are the damage constants, respectively.

-e relationship between the hydrostatic pressure and
the volumetric strain of the rock and concrete is expressed by
the segmental state equation shown in Figure 1(c). Stage OA
describes the linear elastic stage when p<pc, and both
loading section and unloading section can be expressed by

p � Keμ, (3)

where Ke is the bulk modulus and pc and μc are the crushing
pressure and crushing volumetric strain in the uniaxial
compressive experiment, respectively.

Stage AB is a plastic transition stage during which
pc ≤p<pl, and plastic deformation occurs as the voids of
concrete are compressed.

Loading section:

p � pl +
pl − pc(  μ − μl( 

μl − μc

, (4)

where pl is the locking pressure and μl is the locking vol-
umetric strain.

Unloading section:

p − pmax � (1 − F)Ke + FKl  μ − μmax( ,

F �
μmax − μc

μl − μc

,
(5)

where Kl is the plastic volumetric modulus and pmax and
μmax are the maximum volumetric pressure and volumetric
strain before unloading in which the holes of the concrete
and rock are expelled, and damage occurs accompanied by
cracks.

Stage BC is a fully compacted stage during which p>pl;
when the pressure reaches pl, the holes are crushed com-
pletely. -e relationship between p and µ is represented by a
cubic polynomial.

Loading section:

p � K1μ + K2μ
2

+ K3μ
3
,

μ �
μ − μL

1 + μL

,
(6)

where μ is the amended volumetric strain and K1, K2, and
K3 are constants.

Unloading section:

p − pmax � Kl μ − μmax( . (7)

-ere is no hole in this stage, and the concrete and rock
are crushed completely.

-e joints in rock masses are modeled using the bilinear
kinematic model in LS-DYNA. -is model is increasingly
employed in joint modelling due to the small number of
parameters involved in the model, and thus, it is easy to use
[32]. In this work, blasting loading is produced by the high-
performance explosives. -e evolution of the pressure
generated in the process of blasting can be described by the
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Jones–Wilkins–Lee (JWL) model [33], as shown in the
following equation:

P � A 1 −
ω

R1V
 e

− R1V
+ B 1 −

ω
R2V

 e
−R2V

+
ωE

V
, (8)

where P is the pressure, V denotes the relative volume, E is
the specific internal energy, and A, B, R1, R2, andω rep-
resent the material constants, respectively.

-e air radial noncoupling charging structure is pre-
defined as the structure of the blasting hole. -e null air
material model and linear polynomial state equation are
employed to describe the charging structure. -e linear
polynomial state equation for the null air material can be
expressed as follows [33]:

P � C0 + C1μ + C2μ
2

+ C3μ
3

+ C4 + C5μ + C6μ
2

 E0, (9)

where C0, C1, C2, C3, . . . , C6 represent the input coefficients
of the state equation, respectively, μ � (ρcurrent/ρinitial) − 1
indicates the volume parameter, (ρcurrent/ρinitial) is the

relative density, ρinitial is the initial air density value, ρcurrent
is the current air density, and E0 is the initial energy
density.

2.3. Failure Criterion. -e rock failure under blasting
loading is usually determined by the rock properties and
stress state. -e failure criterion of rocks depends on
characteristics of the failure, crushing, and rupture zones
produced after blasting. In the crushing zone, the effect of
high-pressure detonation generated by blasting is remark-
ably more intensive than that produced by dynamic loading.
In this case, the failure criterion of Mises is considered to be
applicable [34]. In the rupture zone, however, the fracture
network consists of vertical and annular fissures in sur-
rounding rocks which can be attributed to the combination
effects of shock wave and blasting products. Cracking in this
area is assumed as tension failure, and thus, the failure
criterion of rocks can be described by equations (10) and (11)
[34, 35]:

σ∗

max

σ∗ = [A (1 – D) + BP∗N] (1 + CLnε·∗)

D = 0 (Undamaged)

D = 1.0 (Fractured)

ε·/ε·0 > 1.0

ε·/ε·0 = 1.0

T∗ (1 – D)

P∗

(a)

εp
f + μp

f = D1(P∗ + T∗)D2
T∗

P∗

ε pf + 
μ pf

D = ∑(εp + μp)/(εp
f + μp

f)

EFMIN

(b)

P

Pl
Pc

O

A

B

C

μc μl μ

(c)

Figure 1: Original Holmquist–Johnson–Cook (HJC) model [30]. (a) Equation of the yield surface. (b) Damage model of rock and concrete.
(c) Hydrostatic pressure and volumetric strain curve of rock and concrete.
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σi > σyd,

σl > σld,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(10)

σi �

�����������������������������

σ1 − σ2( 
2

+ σ2 − σ3( 
2

+ σ3 − σ1( 
2

2



, (11)

where σi is the equivalent stress, σl represents the tensile stress,
σyd denotes the uniaxial dynamic compressive strength of the
rock in the crushing zone, and σld indicates the uniaxial dy-
namic tensile strength of the rock in the rupture zone.

2.4. Erosion Algorithm. As fracturing of rocks differs from
that of the joints, the erosion algorithm, which allows several
fracture criteria to be predefined in the modelling, is
employed to determine the fracturing processes of different
materials [31]. Meanwhile, the state of rock mass in vicinity
of the designed tunnel contour can also be readily under-
stood [36]. In this investigation, the failure criterion of
equivalent stress is utilized with the erosion algorithm.
During numerical simulation, the element will be invalid
and thus be killed by the code of LS-DYNA 3D if the cal-
culated stress or strain state of the element meets the failure
criterion predefined by the erosion algorithm.

2.5. Nonreflecting Boundaries. Reasonable boundary con-
ditions are highly correlated with the reliability of the nu-
merical simulation. -e boundary might make the stress
wave refract or reflect, resulting in unpredictable changes in
the propagation of the wave [31]. To minimize such influ-
ences caused by wave reflections, the nonreflecting
boundaries are utilized to simulate the infinite surrounding
rock masses in the numerical modelling of tunnel smooth
blasting by using LS-DYNA 3D [31, 32, 37].

2.6.MeshGeneration. In numerical investigations, the mesh
size usually influences the accuracy and reliability of cal-
culations remarkably. In this study, the number of cells is up
to 16 within one load wavelength, and thus, the waveforms
and peak values of all calculated physical quantities tend to
be convergent. -e unstructured grids are generated using
HyperMesh software. -e cell size depends on the element
size and related density. Mesh smoothing is performed by an
automesh smoothing algorithm.

2.7. Validation of the Numerical Model. Developed numer-
ical model should be validated with a real blasting case
before conducting the numerical experiments. Any inap-
propriate and irrational inputs must be corrected and im-
proved firstly. -en, the refined numerical model can be
utilized to perform the orthogonal experiments if the cal-
culated results are consistent with those of the site.

2.8. Sensitivity Analysis for Factors. On the basis of results of
the numerical experiments, sensitivity analysis is performed
to determine the level of importance of each influential

factor. -e dominant factors are defined as the sensitive
factors that havemore significant influences on the quality of
smooth blasting. According to practical experiences and
previous investigations, in this work, the calculated area and
distance of overbreak or underbreak are defined as the
observed characteristic parameters representing the blasting
quality [10]. And thus, range analysis can be used to evaluate
the level of significance of each factor involved in this in-
vestigation based on the results of orthogonal experiments.
-e higher the value of range is (i.e., R), the greater the effect
of the factor is. In the sensitivity analysis, factors involved in
the numerical investigations include peripheral hole spacing
E (cm), line of least resistance W (cm), charge concentration
H (i.e., H� E/W), charging explosive D (kg/m), type of rock
mass T, detonation velocity V (m/s), and drilling deviation
M. As a result of range analysis, both dominant and sec-
ondary factors affecting greatly the quality of smooth
blasting can be identified quantitatively by the value of R.
Moreover, the optimum levels of factors for the favorable
quality of smooth blasting will be achieved, and thus, the
design of blasting parameters can be further improved and
refined.

For an observed parameter, the value of range R can be
determined by equations (12)–(14):

R � Kjmax − Kjmin, (12)

Kj �
Kjm

m
, (13)

Kjm �  Pi, (14)

where Kjmax and Kjmin are the maximum and minimum
values of Kj, respectively, Pi is the value of the observed
parameter under the effect of factor j with levelm, Kjm is the
sum of Pi, and Kj is the average value of Pi.

If the levels of factors are not identical, the value of R
cannot be directly utilized to determine the sensitivity.
-erefore, the calculated value of R should be converted to
an equivalent counterpart R′ by equations (15) and (16):

R′ � dR
�
r

√
, (15)

r �
n

m
, (16)

in which d is the coefficient associated with the levels of the
factor, n is the total testing time, and m is the level of the
factor.

3. Case Study

3.1. Project Background. -e mountainous rock tunnel in-
volved in this investigation is situated in Chongqing of
China which served for the Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed
railway. -e cross section of the rock tunnel is horseshoe-
shaped. Excavation radius and height are 7.45m and
11.08m, respectively. -e length of the tunnel is around
5050m. -e distance between the studied tunnel and the
vicinity one is 5m.-e lithology of surrounding rock masses
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mainly includes Jurassic sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone
with highly developed fractures and joints. In this work, the
surrounding rocks involved mainly consist of sandstone and
silt stone which are also considered as the major water-
bearing formations, and relevant properties of rocks are
illustrated in Table 1. -e estimated maximum water inflow
is about 8000m3/d. -e smooth blasting and benching
tunnelling methods are employed to perform the excavation.
-e geological setting and site conditions of this tunnel are
chosen as the inputs of the numerical investigation.

3.2. Experimental Arrangement. In this work, the factors
influencing the quality of smooth blasting include perimeter
hole spacing E, least resistance line W, charge concentration
H� E/W, charging explosive D, type of rock mass T, deto-
nation velocity V, and drilling deviation M. Four levels are
assigned to the former 4 factors whereas two levels for the latter
3 factors, as shown in Table 2. It is noted that the depth of each
blasting hole is 0.4m. -e area and deviation (distance) of the
actual contour after blasting are defined as observed param-
eters standing for the quality of smooth blasting.

As the interactions of factors are not taken into account
in this study, the numerical experimental arrangement is
based on orthogonal table L16 (44× 23) with 16 investiga-
tions, as shown in Table 3. As a kind of cost-effective ex-
perimental design methods, the number of tests of
orthogonal-based arrangement reduces to just 0.78% of that
of the full factorial design.

3.3. Material Properties. -e material parameters for the
HJC model are determined on the basis of previous research
[38–40] and site geology for the studied rock tunnel. Table 4
presents the properties of the rock masses. Table 5 shows the
properties of joints.

-e parameters of the rock emulsion explosive deter-
mining the model of explosive materials and the parameters
for the state equation are shown in Table 6. Moreover, the
properties of the null air material and inputs for the state
equation are shown in Table 7. It is noted that some of the
parameters are obtained from literature studies [33, 41–44].

3.4. Numerical Modelling. -e dimensions of the numerical
model in X, Y, and Z directions are 104.30m, 100.48m, and
89.44m, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. -ere are a total
of 4,253,586 hexahedron elements in the mesh, with three
different sizes. In order to minimize the effect of mesh size
on the computation results, the smallest size elements (side
length� 10 cm) are used in the region near the charge hole,
and medium size elements (side length� 15 cm) are utilized
near the designed tunnel contour, while the largest elements
(side length� 60.16 cm) are used for the other regions. In
order to reduce the influence of reflected stress wave at
boundaries, the nonreflecting boundaries are applied at least
40m from the outermost charge hole according to experi-
ences from literature studies [24, 31, 36, 37, 45, 46]. Spe-
cifically, boundaries are at the position with a distance of 3
times excavation width from the excavation contour. -e

boundary at the tunnel face is defined as the free boundary,
and other boundaries are set as nonreflecting boundaries.

For the joints with an inclination of 0°, the fracture
surface is symmetrically distributed on both sides [47].
Meanwhile, a plastic fracture surface that adversely affects
the stability of the tunnel will be generated on the roof if the
inclination is 90°. In this tunnel, the overbreak observed on-
site is mainly located at the sidewall and roof. To accelerate
numerical modelling, two joints with an aperture of 3 cm are
predefined at the sidewall and roof, as shown in Figure 3.-e
intersection angles between the joint and blast hole are 0°
and 90°, respectively. -e center of the bottom of the ex-
plosive is defined as the initiation point for the slight sec-
tional tolerance explosion. -e time difference of each blast
hole is 100 μs, while for holes at the bottom, the difference is
0 μs, and for periphery holes, it is 100 μs. -e total com-
putation time is 800 μs.

-e process of formation of smooth blasting is shown in
Figure 4. With the initiation of detonation, the shock wave
and gas with high temperature and pressure which increase
rapidly with the time act on the rocks in vicinity of the
blasting holes, as shown in Figure 4(a). When time is 33 μs,
the rocks begin to crack due to intensive effect of pressing
caused by blasting, and themaximum equivalent stress of the
rock is about 68.38MPa. With the propagation of shock
wave and the expansion of the gas under high temperature
and high pressure, the maximum equivalent stress that
reaches around 1,000MPa–10,000MPa becomes consider-
ably higher than the dynamic compressive strength of the
surrounding rocks. As a result, the movement of the sur-
rounding rocks is close to the flow state, and crushing failure
occurs in the surrounding rocks near the cut and pilot holes.
Furthermore, the compressive stress wave propagates along
the vertical direction of the hole, and thus, the interlaced
vertical and annular fissure networks are formed in the
rupture zone due to the interactions of the shock wave and
blasting products. -is occurs before the commencement of
blasting in the periphery holes. Subsequently, blasting in
periphery holes starts, and the surrounding rocks begin to
break down. Meanwhile, the detonation produced in the
periphery hole causes a strong stress wave. -e range of the
rock damage is further increased at the time of 146 μs, as
shown in Figure 4(b). When time is 217 μs (see Figure 4(c)),
the wave interference occurs due to the stress waves pro-
duced from the adjacent holes. -is leads to a tensile stress
concentration generated in the area between adjacent holes
and thus promotes the formation of penetrating cracks. In
this case, the maximum equivalent stress of the rock unit is
about 177.6MPa, and the tunnel blasting contour is formed
accordingly. However, the blasting energy is not completely
exhausted, and thus, it drives the stress wave to propagate
forward. -is results in growth of volume of the over-
excavated zone, as shown in Figures 4(d) and 4(e). Mean-
while, the maximum equivalent stress of the rock unit
decreases from 103.6MPa to 73.8MPa. -ereafter, with the
gradually exhausted energy, the maximum stress will be
lower than the dynamic compressive strength of the sur-
rounding rock, and as a result, it cannot cause further
cracking and crushing failure. At the time of 608 μs, the
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Table 2: Factors and levels for the orthogonal design.

Level

Factors

Perimeter hole
spacing E (cm)

Least resistance
line W (cm)

Charge
concentration

H� E/W

Charging
explosive
D (kg/m)

Type of rock
mass T

Detonation velocity
V (m/s)

Drilling
deviation M

1 50 55 0.93 0.15 III 3200 Qualified (1)
2 60 60 1 0.25 IV 5200 Poor (2)
3 70 65 1.07 0.35 — — —
4 80 70 1.14 0.45 — — —

Table 3: Orthogonal test design of tunnel blasting quality.

Test no.

Factors

Perimeter hole
spacing E (cm)

Least resistance
line W (cm)

Charge concentration
H�E/W

Charging explosive
D (kg/m)

Type of rock
mass T

Detonation
velocity
V (m/s)

Drilling
deviation M

1 50 55 0.93 0.15 1 3200 1
2 50 60 1 0.25 1 5200 2
3 50 65 1.07 0.35 2 3200 2
4 50 70 1.14 0.45 2 5200 1
5 60 55 1 0.35 2 5200 1
6 60 60 0.93 0.45 2 3200 2
7 60 65 1.14 0.15 1 5200 2
8 60 70 1.07 0.25 1 3200 1
9 70 55 1.07 0.45 1 5200 2
10 70 60 1.14 0.35 1 3200 1
11 70 65 0.93 0.25 2 5200 1
12 70 70 1 0.15 2 3200 2
13 80 55 1.14 0.25 2 3200 2
14 80 60 1.07 0.15 2 5200 1
15 80 65 1 0.45 1 3200 1
16 80 70 0.93 0.35 1 5200 2

Table 4: Properties of rock masses for the HJC model.

Density (g/cm3) Cohesion (MPa) Elasticity modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio A B C
2.45/2.15 0.6/0.05 10/1.2 0.28/0.4 0.79 1.6 0.007
D1 D2 N T K1 K2 K3
0.04 1.00 0.61 3.15E-05 0.174 0.388 0.298

Table 5: Properties of joints for the bilinear kinematic model.

Density
(g/cm3)

Elastic modulus
(105MPa) Poisson’s ratio Compressive

strength (105MPa)
Shear strength
(105MPa)

Hardening
parameter

2.4 0.45 0.27 6.00E-03 0.177 0

Table 6: Parameters used for the high-performance explosive material model.

Density (g/cm3) Detonation velocity (cm/μs) CJ pressure (105MPa) A (×105MPa) B (×105MPa) R1 R2 Omeg E0 (×105MPa)
1.3 0.4 0.106 2.144 0.00182 4.2 0.9 0.15 0.04192

Table 1: Properties of the rock mass.

Level
Physical-mechanical parameters of the rock mass

Type Density (g/cm3) Internal friction angle (°) Cohesion (MPa) Elastic modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Joint (set)
1 III 2.45 33 0.6 10 0.28 0
2 IV 2.15 15 0.05 1.2 0.4 2
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maximum equivalent stress of the rock unit is 43.39MPa. At
the end of the calculation (i.e., 809 μs), Figures 4(f) and 4(g)
show the final tunnel contour after blasting, and the max-
imum equivalent stress of the rock is 51.23MPa.

In general, the geometry of the tunnel sidewall and roof
after blasting is in line with expectations. Although the tunnel
contour has a continuous even surface, most overbreaks do
exist at the sidewall and roof, whereas the underbreaks com-
monly occur at the bottom. -e developed model has been

validated by a real blasting case in this tunnel to improve the
accuracy of the investigation. -e actual contour of the real
blasting case conducted on-site was measured using a tunnel
profilometer. By comparing the measured data with the cal-
culated results from numerical modelling, both positions and
dimensions of the over-/underbreaks obtained on-site were
consistent well with the numerical modelling results, as shown
in Figure 5. It is believed that the developed numerical model is
applicable and reliable to investigate smooth blasting.

Joint

Hole Joint

Figure 3: Schematic of the joints.

Table 7: Parameters used for the null air material model.

Density (g/cm3) C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 E0 (×105MPa)
1.54E− 03 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.4 0 2.50E− 06

10
4.

48
 m

104.3 m 89.44 m

y

xz

(a) (b)

Figure 2: -e 3D numerical model for tunnel smooth blasting. (a) -e calculation domain. (b) -ree types of elements.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 4: Continued.
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-ereafter, the numerical experiments based on the pre-
determined orthogonal arrangement were conducted succes-
sively to investigate the influential factors.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Calculated Parameters Representing the Blasting Quality.
-e actual dimensions of the cross section after blasting were
calculated to quantitatively determine the quality of smooth
blasting in this investigation.-e cross sectionwith a distance of
1.8m from the initial tunnel face before blasting is selected to
estimate the blasting quality characterized by area and the
maximum value of distance of the over-/underbreak. For
quantitative evaluation of the aforementioned parameters as-
sociated with the quality of smooth blasting, the area of the
designed cross section is predefined at 145.1m2, considering the
acceptable deformation of the surrounding rock mass which is
predefined as 20 cm.-en, the coordinates of the actual contour
after blasting can be obtained from the numerical model and
thus be compared with those of the designed contour, as shown
in Figure 6. Consequently, the actual area and maximum

distance of over-/underbreak can be quantitatively calculated.
Based on the orthogonal arrangement, the computed results for
the 16 tests are shown in Table 8.

For the area of the cross section after blasting under
influential factors with various levels, it can be seen that the
maximum value is up to 167.48m2, which occurs under the
conditions of the 10th test, whereas the minimum value is
145m2 that is observed under the conditions of the 6th test,
as shown in Figure 7. Regarding the area of overbreak, the
maximum value reaches 22.38m2, which is also observed
under the conditions of the 10th test, while the minimum
overbreak area is 2.61m2, which still occurs under the
conditions of the 6th test. Meanwhile, for the area of
underbreak, the maximum value is 2.74m2 that occurs
under the conditions of the 6th test. However, there is no
underbreak observed in 10th and 15th tests.
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Figure 5: Validation of numerical modelling with the site data.
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Figure 4: Process of smooth blasting. (a) 33 μs. (b) 146 μs. (c) 217 μs. (d) 308 μs. (e) 405 μs. (f ) 809 μs. (g) -e final contour.
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Deviations of the actual contours can also be estimated
by comparative calculation. For each test, the maximum
value of the deviations of over-/underbreak on different
points of the actual contour was defined as the distance of
over-underbreaks under corresponding test conditions. For
the distance of overbreak, the maximum and minimum
values of 1.18m and 0.42m are found in the 3rd test and 5th
test, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 8. Regarding the
deviation of underbreak, the maximum distance is 0.56m in
the 3rd test. -ere is no underbreak observed under the
conditions of 10th and 15th tests. In general, the calculated
results are consistent well with the site under different
testing conditions. It also confirmed the reliability of re-
placement of the costly and time-consuming field tests or
laboratory experiments by numerical modelling to investi-
gate smooth blasting.-e calculated results will be utilized to

quantitatively evaluate the level of importance of each in-
fluential factor.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis. -e dominant factors usually de-
termine the advancement rate and development of things.
Whether a factor becomes a dominant factor depends on its
effect level on the thing. -e level of importance of each
factor affecting the quality of smooth blasting relies on the
properties of the factor and its level. Quantitative deter-
mination of the effect of every factor is more reliable and
applicable than the conventional qualitative estimations. On
the basis of results obtained via numerical investigation, the
sensitivity of each influential factor can be determined by
range analysis derived from the orthogonal experiments. In
this work, the area and distance of over-/underbreak are
predefined as the observed parameters that represent the
quality of smooth blasting. -e sensitivities of the factors

Table 8: Calculated results.

Test
no.

Cross-section
area (m2)

Underbreak
area (m2)

Overbreak
area (m2)

Maximum
distance of

overbreak (m)

Maximum
distance of

underbreak (m)
1 154.29 0.78 9.97 1.1 0.53
2 158.45 0.57 13.92 0.86 0.38
3 148.32 3.9 7.12 1.18 0.56
4 154.55 1.63 11.08 0.85 0.34
5 147.4 2.04 4.34 0.42 0.54
6 145 2.71 2.61 0.43 0.52
7 153.77 0.94 9.61 0.99 0.53
8 165.94 0.11 20.95 1.17 0.26
9 163.79 0.02 18.71 0.84 0.13
10 167.48 0.00 22.38 0.97 0.00
11 152.46 0.15 7.51 0.43 0.23
12 152.18 0.27 7.35 0.48 0.25
13 151.81 0.44 7.15 0.46 0.44
14 151.76 0.39 7.05 0.82 0.42
15 166.69 0.00 21.59 0.91 0.00
16 163.89 0.01 18.8 0.96 0.04
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Figure 7: Calculated areas of the cross section and over-/
underbreak.
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including peripheral hole spacing E (cm), line of least re-
sistance W (cm), charge concentration H (E/W), charging
explosive D (kg/m), type of rock mass T, detonation velocity
V (m/s), and drilling deviationM to the area and distance of
over-/underbreak are indicated by the value of range. -e
optimal level of each factor can be determined by the average
value of the predefined observed parameters.

Regarding the area of overbreak, the results of range
analysis are given in Table 9. According to the values of Rj

′,
it can be seen that the most important factor that most
considerably affect the area of overbreak is the type of rock
mass T, and other influential factors can be determined in
the descending order as follows: drilling deviation M,
charging explosiveD, peripheral hole spacing E, line of least
resistance W, charge concentration H (E/W), and deto-
nation velocity V. -e variation of overbreak area vs.
different factorial levels is shown in Figure 9. As the lower

value of the overbreak area usually means a favorable
quality of blasting, it can be found that the more fractured
rock might produce much larger overbreak than that of the
less fractured rock mass, while the greater distance between
blasting holes and line of least resistance also results in
larger overbreak. Furthermore, the lower the charging
explosive is, the smaller the overbreak will be.

For the area of underbreak, the results of range analysis
are shown in Table 10. It can be seen that the type of rock
mass and peripheral hole spacing have greatest effects on the
underbreak area, which can be considered as the dominant
factors. -e change explosive, drilling deviation, line of least
resistance, and detonation velocity are considered as the
secondary influential factors. -e evolution of the area of
underbreak under factors with various levels is illustrated in
Figure 10. Similar to the overbreak, low area of underbreak
always means a desirable blasting quality. -erefore, the

Table 9: Range analysis for the overbreak area.

Factor E W H D T V M
K1j 10.52 10.04 9.72 8.50 16.99 12.39 13.11

K2j 9.38 11.49 11.80 12.38 6.78 11.38 10.66

K3j 13.99 11.46 13.46 13.16

K4j 13.65 14.55 12.56 13.50
Rj 4.61 4.50 3.74 5.00 10.22 1.01 2.45
Rj
′ 4.149 4.05 3.366 4.5 20.524 2.028 4.92
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Figure 10: Underbreak area under various levels.

Table 11: Range analysis for the distance of overbreak.

Factor E W H D T V M
K1j 0.998 0.705 0.730 0.848 0.975 0.838 0.834

K2j 0.753 0.770 0.668 0.730 0.634 0.771 0.775

K3j 0.680 0.878 1.003 0.883

K4j 0.788 0.865 0.818 0.758
Rj 0.318 0.173 0.335 0.153 0.341 0.066 0.059

Rj
′ 0.286 0.156 0.302 0.138 0.685 0.133 0.118

Table 10: Range analysis for the underbreak area.

Factor E W H D T V M
K1j 1.72 0.82 0.91 0.60 0.30 1.03 0.64

K2j 1.45 0.92 0.72 0.32 1.44 0.72 1.11

K3j 0.11 1.25 1.11 1.49

K4j 0.21 0.51 0.75 1.09
Rj 1.61 0.74 0.39 1.17 1.14 0.31 0.47
Rj
′ 1.449 0.666 0.351 1.053 2.289 0.623 0.944

Table 12: Range analysis for the distance of underbreak.

Factor E W H D T V M
K1j 0.453 0.410 0.330 0.433 0.234 0.320 0.290

K2j 0.463 0.330 0.293 0.328 0.413 0.326 0.356

K3j 0.153 0.330 0.343 0.285

K4j 0.225 0.223 0.328 0.248
Rj 0.238 0.188 0.050 0.185 0.179 0.006 0.066
Rj
′ 0.214 0.169 0.045 0.167 0.359 0.012 0.133
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Figure 11: Distance of overbreak under various levels.
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perimeter hole spacing of 70 cm, the least resistance line of
70 cm, and changing explosive of 0.25 kg/m will lead to a
minimum underbreak area.

Regarding the distances of over-/underbreak, the range
analysis results are given in Tables 11 and 12, respectively. It
can be found that the type of rock mass has the most sig-
nificant effect on both distances of both over- and under-
break. For the distance of overbreak, factors including line of
least resistance, charging explosive, and detonation velocity,
as well as drilling deviation, can be considered as secondary
factors, and their influences on the overbreak can be
neglected to some extent, as shown in Figure 11. On the
contrary, the factors including the detonation velocity and
charge concentration have little effects on the distance of
underbreak, as shown in Figure 12.

In general, the numerical investigation indicated that
overbreak caused by smooth blasting is much greater than
underbreak. In view of this, the overbreak caused by blasting
should be paid special attention in practical applications
owing to it correlates closely to the cost and safety of
tunnelling. Based on the sensitivity results, the type of rock
mass has the greatest influence on both overbreak and
underbreak. -is reminds us that the properties of sur-
rounding rockmasses should be focused firstly. Accordingly,
the determination of parameters of smooth blasting con-
siderably depends on the rockmasses. For estimation of both
overbreak and underbreak, the effects caused by the charging
concentration and detonation velocity are very limited. If the
area/volume of overbreak is defined as the observed pa-
rameter representing the blasting quality, the dominant
factors can be determined in the descending order as the
type of rock mass, drilling deviation, charge explosive, pe-
rimeter hole spacing, and least resistance line. In blasting
design, values of dominant factors should be close to their
optimal levels. -e charge concentration and detonation
velocity, however, can be considered as the secondary pa-
rameters for smooth blasting. -e values of secondary
factors could be flexibly defined in consideration of both cost
and construction rate.

5. Conclusions

In order to quantitatively understand the effects of influ-
ential factors that affect the quality of smooth blasting,
specifically the damage of the surrounding rock mass, a
numerical investigation is conducted in this work. Instead of
costly and time-consuming field/laboratory physical tests,
the arrangement of numerical experiments performed by
LS-DYNA 3D is optimized by the orthogonal design to
improve the efficiency of the numerical investigation.
Considering the fracturing of rocks differs from that of the
joints, the effect of pre-existing fractures and joints on rock
responses under blasting should be paid special attentions.
Moreover, the influences of brittle nature of rock materials
on the dynamic behavior of rocks should be emphasized in
determination of values of parameters of the HJCmodel.-e
range analysis is employed to determine the sensitivity of the
factors involved. -e area and distance of overbreak are
defined as the indicators that represent the quality of smooth

blasting. Results indicate that the shape of the tunnel
contour is of regularity, and under-/overbreak is inevitably
caused. Under the same conditions, the magnitude of
overbreak is much greater than that of underbreak. -is is
consistent with the conservative design concept of practical
applications. -e type of rock mass, as the most important
factor, greatly influences both overbreak and underbreak,
and thus, it deserves the most attention to be paid in the
blasting design. On the other hand, it is found that charge
concentration and detonation velocity have little effect on
the overbreak, which can be considered as the secondary
factors for smooth blasting. For the improvement of pa-
rameter design of smooth blasting, therefore, the values of
dominant factors including the type of rock mass, drilling
deviation, charge explosive, perimeter hole spacing, and least
resistance line should be predetermined at their optimal
levels, and for the secondary factors including charge
concentration and detonation velocity, the values can be
determined flexibly based on both the cost and operation
conveniences. In practice, the lower the magnitude of over-/
underbreak, the better the quality of smooth blasting. With
the specific geological conditions of this case, the optimum
level of charging explosive is 0.15 kg/m, for perimeter hole
spacing is 60 cm, and for least resistance line is 55 cm.

-e cost-efficient numerical investigation method offers
a promising alternative to well understand the influential
factors that affect the quality of smooth blasting. Due to the
complexity and uncertainties of geological conditions, the
results obtained might vary with the specific site conditions.
However, this work presents an efficient approach to
quantitatively investigate the influential factors of smooth
blasting, and it is believed to be beneficial for the optimi-
zation of parameter design of smooth blasting.
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